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DUANE A. BENTON Ph.D. 

The information”and opinions in this paper are drawn from the author’s 25 years of experience as a member 
of an industrial research team th+leveloped new infant formulas and modifications of existing formulas 
and followed these projects to market introduction. The team addressed nutr$&al adequacy, safety of 
ingredients, packaging, processingand quality control. The management of the company and the research 
team believed that physical growth studies and other cliical studies were essential to the introduction of 
any new formula or important change in formulation. 

A company has a responsibility to establish that any new or modified formula is safe and appropriate for its 
intended use. Experience with the proposed formulation is essential to .&is. Smd&s ,of.other,,companies 
products is of little ,value~ since formulation, ingredients, processing and packaging differs among . L.lx~-~_,._,~_\., _b 
companies. Physical growth studies with healthy term infants are essential to this experience. Infant studies 
involve inconvenience “and ,evenri$ for the mother and infant and should not be undertaken unless it meets ,“.I /_,. ‘. 1 s j .._>r .., -l”,“l.iB* 5 *., I; / _)_ # “. * ̂  ,i_,_rr_* *-* ,j” __ *_ ,.“*,v’, .I *,“i,q(b:’ ,“‘i,->>:- ,._, :, . _,... ~) iu ‘,., 
an important need. 

To address when agrowth study Weeded we should understand why a company would place such 
importance on such a simple but expensive study. Studies of young growing animals and infants that have 
identified nutrient deficiencies imbalances, toxicity’s and metabolic disorders have usually found reduced L * _ ,A _,,, z ,“/ ., 
weight gain and food intake as the ffirst sign of the problem. A growth study is believed to be a sensitive but 
non-speciflc test for disorders induced by the feeding. However, some disorders will not produce significant 
reductions in growth. 

Growth has innumerable components and these progress in a predicable pattern in normal growth. In our 
experience weight gain is usually the most sensitive indicator of a deviation .fiom normal growth. Many 
other non-invasive tests have,been included in growth studies but are less sensitive signs of an abnormal _j ._) ,,. _.*. ,# 
pattern of growth. Any significant evidence that the infants growth do not follow that of the control group 
should lead to termination of the study. 

Some propose that fi*.&e, ,&corporation of numerous measures of physical growth in our growth study we - - 
may identify a pattern of groti more desirable than with present formulas. This may be appropriate for 
basic research on infant nutrition but6>$eresults will be difficult to interpret. A straight forward grovvth _ _ /.. (,, I . . .*a, .,.A”*l> I..,x”~~I,~..-*I”-..! #<. we. ,*,**+ 
study is needed to decide whether it is gaff to proceed with a new formtua or a, formulation, change. The 
only answer that allows us to proceed is that the formula produces the same growth as present formulas. 

The most sensitive test of abnormal growth is needed because the introduction of solid foods may resolve 
nutritional problems when they become a major part of the diet. Parents are not willing to delay solid food 
introduction very long. 

It is important to start infants on me-assigned feeding within the first week of life so the study includes the 
most rapid growth period and the period when solid food intake is minimal. _ 

It may be appropriate to extend the study to six months of age although it increases the cost and the 
inconveniences to the parents and the infants. However one must be cautious not to ignore differences at 
three or four months because,,lrey disappeared at six months. By six months of age the rate of growth has 
slowed, metabolic processes have matured and solids have become an important part of the diet. 

Clinical observations of a pediatrician, observations made by the musing staff, mother’s observations of the 
infant and nurses’ resolution of~$$ observations with those of the mothers are-all essential t,osucs,EVzmdy. Where there is SOme problem with a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~search team 

before there are significant differences :rn y+&ht gain. Negative observations may lead to rejection of a 
formulation even *en weight gain is not statistically different from that of the controls. 



The growth study as it is used to test an infant formula for marketing is a pass/fail test. Negative resriht only 
tell you that you need a new formulation. 

A manufacturer of an infant formula starts by defining what change is needed for the market. Food 
scientists, generally working in a pilot plant that can reproduce the processes of the commercial plant very 
closely, develop a stable formulation that meets all the required needs. Numerous small batches’are ,,“,I . . . . _f__ I .,. 
produced to assure it will have the needed shelf-life. These are studies of changes of physiXcliaracteristics 
as well as nutrient levels with time, There are many chemical and phyiicsri tests that wiii be carried out on 
ingredients and final product during the.developnient of the for&iaX%$er selection of tests will help us 
later to determine whether growth studies will be required. 

One must expect that many changes will be made before a final process is accepted. Only then can the 
clinical study issue be addressed. 

Every detail of the process must be looked at and any changes from accepted process be identified. Usually 
there will be one or two of the company’s marketed products to compare with; In some cases there are 
experimental formulas that have been used in growth studies and may be appropriate for comparison 

For comparison of new and accepted formulations the following aspects must be evaluated: 

1. Ingredients: The raw materials used; the manufacturers process; specifications and detailed analysis. 
2. Batching: All the processes required to solublize the ingredients, homogenize and set the hatch for _. 

sterilization or drying in the case 
.,_ 

of Powdered formula. 
_. , 

3. Heat processing: Heating is essential in batching, homogenization, preheating, drying and sterilization. 
It is important to compare the total heat inputs that reflect the potential damage to the‘product. 

4. Packaging: There is potential for the packaging to interact with product, leach materials into product 
and how the package modiies’the heat input. 

5. Shelf-life Changes: Losses of nutrients and physical or chemical changes during storage may indicate 
need for clinical evaluation of a formulation. 

NEW INGREDIENTS OR CHANGES IN INGREDIENTS 

Protein Source: 

The infant growth study is not a sensitive evaluation of the protein quality. Infant formulas contain 
significant excesses of protein to support the growth of normal term infants. Only a very poor .quality 
protein or a very poorly digested protein could be detected as inferior in a growth study. It requires a 
feeding of much lower proteincontent to estimate protein ‘quality in infants. We must depend on other types 
of studies to address this ‘important issue. 

The rat PER study that is required for evaluation of infant formulas is not reliable to evaluate a totally new 
source of protein since the rat amino acid requirements are different from the infant amino acid 
requirements. On the other hand the PER can be a very sensitive test of whether a change in process or 
ingredients has damaged the protein in a formula. The’PER like the growth &tidy &“a sensitive test 
indicating something is wrong with a formula but it does not tell what. 

Protein sources are generally very complex mixtures. There are many ways these can interact with the 
nutrients so any new source of protern requires a growth study. Goat’s milk has been used extensively in 
infant feeding but it has not been used to make a commercial infant formuIa. Such a formula would require. 
a growth study because interactions of goat’s milk with other ingredients might be quite different from those 
with bovine milk. 

Bovine milk has been used extensively in formulas. A new source would not require a growth study. 
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However, if bovine m&is modified by making cheese, in the case of whey, or ultra-filtration is used to 
remove minerals. or lactose, it produces many changes in the formula and must be treated as a new 
ingredient that reqmres testing. 

In the case of whey, each cheese making process results in a diierent whey. Whey must be treated to 
remove minerals and” control m&o-organisms that are part of the cheese making process. Suppliers may 
have very different processes. If a formula manufacturer changes the source of demineralized whey he 
should either demonstrate ,thst, the processes and handling are the same as those he has had experience with 
or do a new growth study. 

Ultra-filtration of milk tqremove minerals and lactose has, little potential to damage the protein or add 
contaminants but the process removes many nutrients that must be replaced in some form.. This makes a 
totally new formulation that calls for study. 

Soy protein isolate is the~result of extensive processing of the soy bean There can be extensive differences 
from one manufacturer,to another in the process. The company that changes thesource of soy protein 
isolate must demonstrate &at then ssnre process was followed or treat it as a new ingredient. 

If soy protein isolate were treated by ultra-filtration to remove some non-protein component very little of 
essential nutrients wo,uMUb.e.rernoved. Nu~eI;?ts.w~~.~,~~t~h~v~ @be-replaced in the new formulation so no 
growth study would be required unless the ultra-filtration added material to the isolate. 

The production of,a protein hydrolysate used in infant formula must be highly controlled. There is great 
potential for the hydrolysate to interact with nutrients and other ingredients to produced undesired responses 
in the infant. Small changes in the conditions of hydrolysis can produce changes in the flnal product.‘Any 
hydrolysate for which there is no experience is a new ingredient. Even a minor change in the conditions of 
hydrolysis should be the basis for detailed evaluation. The4 need for”a growth study would be determined 
from the chemical and physical changes found in the product after processing and shelf-life. 

Treatment of protein sources with reactive chemicals or solvents have the potential to modify the protein 
and to produce new substances that could interact with nutrients.. It may be possible by chemical analysis 
and physical testing to demonstrate such reactions do not occur but it is an area where caution is required. 

Fat Source: 

A source of fat or oil that has nev.er been utihzed by the company for infant formula should be the 
justification for a growth study. Even where a fat blend has fatty acid patterns similar to human milk or 
accepted irknt formulas this gives little assurance that the fat will be utilized in a similar manner. 

The digestibility of fat blends by infants have been difficult to predict. Studies of fat digestibility in adults 
or experimental animals are of little value. 

There have been proposals that certain polyunsaturated fatty acids in diets of infants may produce important 
physiological responses in infant. These fat blends a&produced from materials that have never-been used in 
infant formulas and the companies have no experience with the processing of’thkse fat blends‘in a formula. 
The company that introduces such a fat blend into a formula has a responsibili& to show not only that 
normal growth is maintained but that any physiological response is desirable for the infant. A growth study 
would be an important part of the needed research. 

Fats and oils contain many substances that have potential for adverse reactions. We do not know what all of 
these may be. Chemical or physical modification or fkactionation of a fat source must be assumed to have 
produced a new ingredient since contaminants may have been concentrated or new substances been 
produced. 
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In the Infant Formula Act digestion and utilization of nutrients has been specified as a quality factor in 
infant formulas. Milk fat has been used in infant feeding for many years. Nutrient balatrce’studies with new 
born infants have demonstrated it to be poorly digested and absorbed. Growth studies with milk fat 
containing formulas do not show pbor growth but will show an increase in formula intake ifit ‘were 
measured. 

If companies must show the digestibility of the fat blend&r their form&s tl 
new born infants will be needed; .No animal model has been 
an.d absorption of fat blends in SW born infants. The condid 
controversial. 

ren nutrient bahmce studies in 
found tobe a good~redictor ofthe digestion 
ions to carry out such studies mav be’verv . . 

The digestion of a fat can’t be predicted from the fatty acid pattern alone but is a fbnction of the specific 
triglycerides in the blend. A company that claims a fat-blend is like human milk or is a source of ~important long chair; poiyunsaturated fatty.iicfhs ;-?%&J”b~6G &.& & $& is$ee b$ieit6dtilnd &.‘;Sri;e‘d.. ._ 

All rearrangements or fiactionations of previously used fats would seem to produce new ingredients that 
need testing. It may be possible to show that some triglyceride fraction is so pure and evidence for 
utilization so clear that no clinical study would he needed. This would require chemical and animal studies. 

Carbohydrate Sources: 

Lactose, sucrose and corn syrup solids have been used extensively in infant formula and most companies 
have enough experience with each of these to not be viewed as a new ingredient. Changes in the prol$ntion 
of these carbohydrates have never modified infant’s growth responses to experimentalinfant form~as. This 
is based on studies using commonly accepted processing methods. 

There are processes for making soluble oligosaccharides from starch that result in quite different products 
from the usual corn syrup solids. Before such a product is used to replace corn syrup solids in a formula its 
chemistry and digestion should be looked at in detail. It might have to be treated as a new ingredient if it 

-_. 2” were found to be very different from the u * sual corn syrup solids. 

Reducing sugars tend to interact with many other ingredients in a formula. A carbohydrate mixture that has 
significantly greater reducing activity than previously used carbohydrate would justify a growth study. 
Formulas which use protein hydrolyzates, free amino acids or amino acid supplements would he of special 
concern. 

.~ jc I 
Other carbohydrates $ro$osed for inf%rt feedmg such as la&lose are not intended to be a fjrimary’energy 
source but are proposed to stimulate the bacterial floraThese are generally poorly digested and absorbed by 
the infant. They will result in gas production and may cause some intestinal disorder if the level used is too 
great. Some controlled study in infants wouldseem necessary to justify any use in formula, 

The author’s company had extensive clinical experience with milk based formulas in which added lactose 
was replaced with corn syrup solids with no effect on growth of infants. Other companies may have similar 
results. No problems have ever been reported. 

Mineral Sources: 

There should be extensive. experience in the food industry and with animal feeding with any mineral source 
used in an infant formula. .The Infant Formula Act controIs”effectively the levels’df essential mineral .’ 
element in formulas. Chemical analysis should show that no toxic materials are present. 

With the minerals sodium, potassium, chloride and magnesium the commonly available salts seem to be 
easily absorbed. Calcium and phosphorus can be converted to forms that have reduced availability in 
animals. Only a severe reduction in the availability of calcium and phosphorus in a formula could be 
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detected in a physical growth study. These elements are usually added at levels well above’those required 
by infants. 

It is not likely that deficiencies of iron, copper, manganese, molybdenum or iodine would‘bedetected by the 
usual physical growth study because of the reserves-that infants usually*have at birth. G&%ty&$X” 
research are needed to prove that these trace elements in infant formula”are available. -.’ 

The balance of various minerals in a formula must be of concern. For example dietary sodium, potassium, 
chloride as well as calcium and phcsphorus have effects on the acm-base~al‘~~~‘di’~~“‘~~-~t v&d be 
possible to produce an acid-base problem within the ranges of these elemen&%llo%d in the I&antl&mula Act. Radical changes in the ratios df these eIem‘ents w&~;;iiiii;k.~‘~~.-&e.d~~ 8 ̂ ‘-( , _(,?a_ ,+I ..” -‘a, I,_ 

Small changes in a mineral mixture of a formula probably does not justify a growth study. A major change 
for which there is no similar experience would juSti@ siid~. It is important to eva&te whether a growth 
study is the proper way to address the issue. 

Vitamin Sources: 

The vitamin mixtures of water-soluble and fat-soluble vitamins that are presently used by the industry have 
proved to be highly reliable. There are losses of some vitamins during processirig. This is req&dto’be 
tested regularly by the company in each formula and each cont&er type and processing ‘system. Quality 
control tests demonstrate the mix has heen added and at the appropriate level. There is no reason to change 
how this is being done. 

If for some reason a company needed to change the form of some vitamin in a formula it ;Would do aii the 
required studies of the new premix. This would show that‘all ‘the vitainins in the”j?remix w&$&bie during 
the storage life of the premix and it would show what losses there were during processing .ti”& the new 
premix. There would seem to be little need for a growth study if the new form of the vitamin Was tieil 
established as active for the infant and the analysis of”& ~vitamminihe l&?luct sho&ed no pro&%.. 

Ascorbic acid must be considered differently than other vitamins. Ascorbate is unstable in all infant 
formulas during batching and heat processing. It is always added as the last ingredient and levels are .” _,.a...; ;, monitored throughout processing. It is onIy stable in liquid formula when all the oxj@n has been destroyed, 
primarily by the oxidation- of a&orbateY If a c&itaineris~slightly permeal& to oxygen it &ii be necessary to 
add more ascorbate to assure adequate levels throughout self-life. If a batch of formula h& to beheid’for a 
prolong period before processing and packaging it will be necessary to add more as&bate before the batch 
is finished. 

Infants and adults have been demonstrated to tolerate very high levels of ascorbate. It is less-cl&z ._,.._ ‘.W ,./m what effect the breakdown products‘of ascorbate niigl%have~The author’s com$ny&rducted some -” xc-... .j ,.., _ / ” r . _“‘~“^) growth studies with formulas that had exp’erieiiced”exte’nsive ascorbate loss. These studies were. used to set w._ .+>r-.*a. the maximum amounts that the plmts were dlbived.jb i&f0 ,& b;.<-h.^ if very high le--~-g;g;{o 6.’ 

required with certain formulas it may be necessary to do growth studies tith the maximunr^fortification 
levels. 

Food Additives 

The FDA allows the use of food additives in foods ‘if it has accepted it as generally recognized as safe 
(GRAS) or if a food additive petition has been accepted by ‘the FDA; ‘I&&ly have food additives for infant 
formula received the detailed‘evaluatioir& that 66&i seem appr~~~~t~~‘~:ariageenii;l is a%exc&ti&i to that. 

The new born infant will receive a much higher dose of a food additive per kg. body weight than will be the 
case with any other food. This is true because infant formula is the sole source of food forthe ‘infant and _ ._; ,,i I,.. 
because the infant has a much higher caloric requirenient per kg. body than older”‘indiviiiii‘ais.‘ ~ 
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Experience with a modified starch tich the PDA recognized as GRASmay be useful to the reader. A food 
scientist with the author’s company demonstrated that it v+s much more effective in stabilizing hydrolysate 
formulas than other additives and patented the use. 

It was required at rather high levels to be effective and the starch part of the additive was a significant 
sources of calories. Studies with raissuggested‘it .&as well tolerated but-levels fed were limited because the 
additive became the major caloric source in t&rat diet. ’ 

Additives are generally fed at 100 times the typical intake on a per kg. body weight basis in safety studies. 
In this case the infants would typically receive one quarter the maximum dose from-the animal studies. The %% ,p~w,“-~*” . .,.-/ 
additive had never been studiea”‘iii”~~~~~~~gals. 

.” ._ _. . . ,. “. /* .I. ^ ,. *I” - 

The company under took studies in puppies and the growth rate seemed poor. The company also studied 
how the additive was metabolized in the rat and found large amounts of previous unknown organic acids 
were excreted in the urine. 

At this time a researcher studying infant’s urines detected similar acids in the urines”~of infants fed a 
competitor’s hydrolysate formula. I%is addi& w% b&$&d ik?%$nerciai%$ag fork&la without any 
controlled studies in infants and certainly no knowledge of the’organic acids they would excrete. 

Although our company did further animal studies and a fe.? infants received experimental formula the 
company and the investigators decided to discontinue the study.~The’author’s company never used the 
additive in commercial formulas because we’did& beheve’that it could be shown to be appropriate. 

If a company plans to add any additive for technical or ‘physiological effects and it ‘has no clinical 
experience with the ingredient‘they shot&l conduct ‘at least a lrjowth study at ilielevel “required-for the ” . . _ 
projected effect. But before that is ‘done there must be complete knowledge of the additive’s metabolism 
and safety studies in newborn or at least young growing animals are needed. 

Additives may have impurities, potential for interaction with nutrients and may break down to products the 
infant is sensitive to. Use in the general food supply or use as a~nutritional supplement is not likely to 
identify such a problem. 

Batching and Heat Processing 

The food scientist in developing a new formulation has the objectives of the best possible appearance, taste, 
smell and stability. All the essential ‘nutrients must remain intact as shown by che,mical~~~malysis. These are 
severe challenges with the complex materials that the n&ritioni&‘v&t to add to the formulas. 

Adverse reactions among ingredients must be avoided by controlling the order ingredients are added, 
temperature, time, pH and many other factors during’the process. Likewise &oiddance of interaction among .^_.i , ” I^.h j 
ingredients is most likely to maintam the ‘nutritional quality‘of the product. 

- .’ ., +. 

When a proposed change no matter how small and insignificant has caused physical and chemical problems, 
it raises suspicion that a nutritional problem may be encountered, Physical changes in the f&i&la indicate 

,. 

that a growth study may be needed. ‘. 

To prepare a batch of formula to survive heat processing it is usually necessary to increase the pH and to 
increase citrate levels to chelate calcium and magnesium ions‘Th% &j&km&k ierve to stabilize the 
emulsion If the pH of the formula is toohigh there’$ll’“be‘severe br&ning v;hicli’mdicates reactions have ,‘_ _,“.,_“_ ‘ -..., I. ; ” .>,.I,. 
occurred between the carbohydratk 9;ld th$‘$6x$rn; I% c&.k;‘smt% z&l o&r of severely browned 

.( 

formula would be unacceptable to a parent and might produce nutritional problems for the infant. 
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Changes in the batching process could produce interactions among ingredients that compromise the 
nutritional quality of the formula and‘still ‘produce a physical~~ac~~~~able”p~~~~~t.‘~~~’propbs~~-b~c~~ 
change should be reviewed for potential interactions of ingredients and might require a‘growlh study. 

Sterilization 

High temperature treatment of liquid formulas is needed to kill heat resistant spores. This treatment must be 
held to a very short time or the physical and nutritional quality of the product till be lost: The heat”” ” 
treatment is either in the container or ;m - aa. o flow-+&rough heating sjrsiem. Some formulas require both. 

Most formulas would not tolerate significantly greater heat input. However there are times that the 
sterilization process has to be modified for a change such as a new container. 

If a change in sterilization results in a significantly greater heat input to’the product a growth study is 
needed. 

There are numerous chemical reactions that can be monitored during processing to determine if a change in 
the heat process results in damage to the formula. These include’destriiction cif &iiiiZ.~‘~~~~~‘ZT~~ 
production of various aldehydes and ketones. 

Comparison of the F sub 0 values for two processes is not adequate since many nutrient interactions 
proceed at temperatures well below those needed to kill bacterial spores. Slowing the preheating and 
cooling processes in sterilization can have very adverse effects on the formula; Expert analysis ofthe 
process is necessary to conclude that a growth study is or is not needed. 

Packaging 

The packaging used for infant formula should not be viewed as inert and unimportant. There are materials 
that leach from properly coated steel cans. Although the levels of such materials pose no direct risk to the 
infants they might serve as catalysts for nutrient interactions that occur duririg sterilization and &if-life. 
The surface of a can or bottle may serve as a catalyst for some reactions also. 

Evidence of damage to the formula or an unusual residue ‘in the product following a change in the packaging are justification fdr .a *owth studi. Ejiijse’iick &.m .&gen..rai f”~.i&-.-@g~;~~‘, , 

container gives little assurance that it is appropriate for infant formula. 

,r ._ 

Plastic containers are now used for infant formulas. These are complex &u&es because a layer in the 
plastic must block the passage of oxygen into the formula. 

_. >_ 

Materials may leach f?om such a structure. Oxygen will pass through to some degree. Changes in formula’ 
during shelf-life may be quite different‘ between a steel can and a plastic can. 

Heat transfer is much slower through plastic walls than through steel walls so the preheating and cooling . ..‘ .,, 
stages are slower in the plastic. Since plastic containers will not tolerate thehigh~mpemturesusedin steel 
or glass containers the sterilization stage must be at lower temperature and therefore longer time. These 
processes may increase damage to the product. 

Infant formulas are being aseptically processed and filled into sterilized plastic containers. This’means that 
the formula is sterilized in a flow-through system and then packaged in a chemicalfy ‘sterilized plastic - 
container. This results in much less heat damage to a formula. The manufacturer must assure that any 
residue in the package can not damage the product. 

Are ingredients and processes that are safe in one formula safe in all possible formulations? There is no 
simple answer to that question. Every detail of a specific question must be studied before an answer is 
given. 



Change is very common in the infant formula industry as it is in most industries. Changes have many 
advantages to the user of the product and some are produced by changes in regulations. 

There are a number.pf new ingredients that are proposed to have significant nutritional benefits for infants. 
If one of these were added to all the different infant formulas of the company the author worked for there 
would have been more than 40 formulation changes.‘ Each.of the basic formulas is produced in different 
forms (ready to feed, concentrated liquid and powder) and different containers (steel cans, glassbottles, 
plastic cans and p!astic bottles). 

For each of these formulation changes the company would study physical stability and nutrient stability for 
the shelf-like of the product because even minor formula changes can alter these. If a physical &Ah study 
were conducted for each formulation change it is hard to believe that the company would be able to ‘find 
enough qualified research teams to conduct the studies. Certainly the number of infants and parents that 
would be exposed to the inconveniences of a study would be hard to justify. 

It would be impossible to justify a growth study for each formulation so decisions must be made on how a 
few growth studies will establish the safety of all the changes. These are dficult decisions. 

It has been proposed that if a new ingredient is found to be safe in one formula then it should be safe in all 
formulas. This assumes that there is no importance to interaction of ingredients, processing and the many 
other differences between formulas that are discussed above. 

This must be rejected. The industry would never accept that a new ingredient that produced no change in 
physical stability of one formula could be added to all other formulas without physical stability &dies. 
Why would nutritional quality not have a similar standard? 

There are proposals that any ingredient that has been used in any company’s formula could be used’by any 
other company without growth studies. This wouId assume that none of the aspects of processing, 
sterilization and packaging that are unique to a company have importance in nutritional qualityXhis must 
be rejected. 

If these proposals were accepted it would be possible for a company with experience in food processing but 
no experience with infant formula to make a formula from ,a variety of ingredients used.by other comInmies 
in different types of formulas and put it on the market G&out any gro\;vth studies. 

._ 

There must be a way to evaluate from a companies experience what growth studies are necessary and \irhich 
are not, out of all of the formulations that result from the addition of a new ingredient to the comnanies 
products. It must not reject as unimportant any of the potential interactions of ingredients and I: 
are listed above. This requires a detailed knowledge -_ A 
products. 

_ &cesses that 
of all the manufacturing process in each of a comtSes 

The companies staff are the only people that know all details needed to prepare a proposal concerning the 
need of growth studies caused by a formula change. Knowledgeable individuals outside the company would 
be able to evaluate the thoroughness and the scientific soundness of such a proposed plan. 

Criterion: 

The author is aware that criterion ,are needed to establish if a growth study is needed. Below are a series of 
steps the author has followed when faced with these decisions. It is assumed that any formula is in some 
way a modification of some formula that has been adequately studied. If this is not the case thanit is 
without question a new infant formula and a growth study is required. 

Evaluate the chemistry of all the new materials added. This must include both the substances added for a 
functional propose and materials that are carried along. It must identify potential reactions with other 
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ingredients and the products of any such reaction. Chemical and physical methods of analysis are used to 
identify whether such reactionshave o.ccur%!, . “. ,/w.. .” . ” ,_ . ., 

Evaluate the infant’s potential metabolism of the new added nn$er$ls and eny reaction products. If such 
information is not available,Lm thh>literature it may require research even before a physical -growth study can .._ *.>-“(a*. /_e_ ‘A‘ 
be considered. 

Evaluate &ether the new formulation requires new batching procedures, heat processing or packaging. 
Chemical and ~~~siL-al’I~~~~ysis are used to look for interactions beween ingredients such as 
reaction between c,Fbohydrate and protein, lose of vitaminsor, changes in chemical state of minerals. 

Evaluate all the experience the company,has with well studied infant formula to determine,,if any of the 
historic experience can appropriately be applied to the new’foxmulation. 

Identify fFom the litemture.any physiological effects that could possibly be elicited by the new formula that 
would not be expected from commonly accepted fonnulas. Where any such effect can be projected a 
physical growth study is needed. 

If these evaluations sho)~,iaf thenew formulation has no evidence for unexpected interactions among /.., ,‘ ,,~ ,., ) -4 _ ;‘;‘ ..^hijV 4”. 8, . 
ingredients and .nutrients, unfamiliar metab’oli&&ducts or physiological activities, then it may be 
appropriate that a growth study is not required. One should use caution in drawing this conclusion. 


